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Case Study:  
A Pre-Fabricated Modular Solution for 
wharf / berth / jetty control buildings

Terminal Control Buildings
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The problem:

A wharf extension project needed a new Loading / 

Unloading Control Building, but construction of the wharf 

wasn’t complete... The solution:

Get creative - sometimes solving a 

problem means defining it differently.
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Coastal Refinery Wharf Control Building:

In 2012, Smith LaRock Architecture was invited by a major West Coast Refining Company to collaborate on a 
strategy to design and ultimately construct a new control building on a new wharf once that expansion project 
was complete.  One of the main issues for the refiner was dealing with contractors working over water and 
how could the need for that two-story building offset the safety / security risks being considered by the client.

CLICK ON VIDEO BELOW: 

When a traditional approach to 
thinking puts you in a box...

Find a new way to think about delivering your 
project.

How many different safety and environmental 
regulations in addition to security and area 
classification requirements need to be met 
when building over water?  

Too many!  Contact SLA to learn more about 
the approach taken here.

https://youtu.be/UKfD6dzdgv8
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For SLA, it seemed the ‘box’ everyone was thinking 
within was too confining.  We needed to look at 
this from a new perspective, so we developed a 

new paradigm for this project.  We exited the typical Builder’s box and created a new approach  
We convinced the client to construct the building on land where it was safer and less costly, then move it to the wharf.   

Light bulbs went on, and a very interesting project took hold.  It was recently completed with the successful 
lift and placement of the structure on a barge to float the building to its final home on the wharf loading 
terminal several hundred yards off shore, and the transfer of the building from the barge to the wharf site.  

A few final connections were made, and the client’s new control building was operational.  We had pre-packed 
and secured the various interior fit-out FF&E items like desks, consoles, computers and displays - pretty 
much everything needed in the building before the initial lift. When finally set in place, we were relieved 
to see no damage befell the structure in its journey out into the bay. CLICK ON IMAGE FOR LIFT VIDEO:      

...get a new box
LAND...

SEA.

AIR...

https://youtu.be/ZDh2lEq2Puc?list=FLVP_4uK8nhVNUmV4Ys1VcOA
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The building was planned to be lightweight in response to its portability requirement, 
and as it turned out, the calculated centroid of the mass for the lift, once all rigged, 
was only off by 1.3 inches.  The crane operator was impressed by the precision 
of the pick points.  Our client, with whom we’ve done several projects from 
Southern CA to Alaska is very pleased with the outcome, and is using it today.     

SLA’s design approach was to panelize the two-story shell structure using light-weight steel framing members. This was not only 
to expedite construction of the building and reduce building weight, but resist any racking forces that could cause damage to the 
interior finishes when picked and moved.  The upper floor includes a full width control suite to oversee loading and unloading of the 
tankers ships berthed at the new wharf.  The main floor includes the necessary electro-mechanical spaces, DCS/SCADA 
and IT/LAN computer rooms, facilities for workers, and a small garage for spill containment booms, buoys, and 
accessories. A roof-mount Allusion board communicates docking procedures to the massive tankers. 
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Control Room  - Design Rendering

“Our Fortune 100 clients recognize us as specialists in command & control 
buildings that integrate 24/7 human factors with architectural design and promote 
vigilant and healthy work environments.”
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Beyond the control room...
Smith LaRock also has expertise designing other necessary facilities in both 

blast, and non-blast configurations

Laboratories  |  Maintenance and Repair Shops  |  Storage Warehouses 
& Wickets  |  Multi-purpose  |  Security and Guard Houses  |  Change Houses
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...a few words

“…in regard to the great work you guys did for us in North Dakota at our Tioga 
Gas Plant:  impressive! It’s clearly the best control room we have in Hess!”
Dave W
http://www.hess.com/

“SLA is very knowledgeable in both theory and practice.  SLA knew inside out 
and worked alongside the construction as it progressed.  SLA was willing to 
work extra time to discuss and resolve various inquiries on this huge project.  
Your rapid responses clearly clarified the issues, as you guys always have 
done; it’s very impressive.  I have been so fortunate to work with you guys!”

Pimarn Charnvarn
http://bantrel.com/

“Our Centralized Control Building project has flown very well for us.  The JBC and 
SLA Team brings the best of both worlds for us:  a local general contractor with strong 
relationships with local subcontractors and a highly specialized A/E group that brings 
us a wealth of experience in projects of this nature.  We appreciate the very organized 
process they have brought to us along with their willingness to listen to our concerns, 
make changes rapidly, stay on schedule, stay on budget and meet our needs when 
it comes to projects of this magnitude.  It has been a pleasure working with their 
team; we have numerous projects here and look forward to a future relationship.”

Senior Project Manager
Delek Refining Ltd

“Smith LaRock completed two grass roots projects for one of our California facilities. 
One project was a centralized control room and the other was a 72,000 Sq Ft multi-
craft maintenance facility with offices. Both projects were designed thru IFC DWGs 
and construction support for RFI during construction. Both projects exceeded our 
expectations. Smith LaRock also completed a project for us at Salt Lake City where the 
original Architect was not performing and needed to be replaced. I’ve worked with a 
number of Architects, the unique difference with Smith LaRock is their ability to turn 
rough concepts and ideas into a functional reality. I recommend their services and 
would use them again without question. Service Category: Architect Year first hired: 
2004 (hired more than once).   Top Qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity”

Tom Chunat
http://www.tsocorp.com

“Ergon West Virginia, Inc. (petroleum products / chemicals) was under construction 
with a remodeling effort of our Central Control Room. SLA was contacted to provide 
some input as to the layout of the operator’s area. They were provided with a limited 
scope and a very tight schedule. Given these constraints, what we received was a 
very high level of input and details over a full range of interior design requirements. 
This included furniture design options, room layouts, lighting recommendations, 
acoustic considerations and HVAC improvements. The team provided by SLA 
was very impressive in their wide range of skills and ability to pull a tremendous 
amount of information together in a short time frame. We are very pleased with 
the association we have had with SLA and would recommend them highly.”

Benjamin Jezovnik
http://www.ergon.com

from our clients.

“I was also impressed with their responsiveness and adaptability to meet our 
needs. Despite strict space, time and budget limitations, SLA incorporated 
our personal preferences with design best practices. Their design and material 
expertise, plus the 3D views they provided, helped us quickly zero in on 
decisions. Given the cost of the building construction, we’ll have to live with this 
for a long time. I’m confident with SLA’s guidance we made good decisions.”

Neil Stanton
http://www.ergon.com
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5701 E. Evans Ave.  Suite 200
Denver, CO 80222
T:    303-534-2200
TF:  866-534-2247
www.slarc.com  |  info@slarc.com

“We design 24/7 command and control facilities for refining, manufacturing, monitoring, 
and production operations.  By integrating people, technology, process, and 
specialized knowledge of relevant human factors, we create safer operations through 
environments that offer greater Operator vigilance and improved situational awareness.”


